
The notion of history as a chain of events that make up the past, capable of being isolated and
arranged in a historical narrative, fails to contemplate the movement of time of the historical
process. Francesco Arena’s research is centred around ways of thinking about temporality, by
revealing irruptions in the course of things that seem to conform to a linear development marked by
causes and effects. The historical and the personal constantly overlap in the artist’s work in his
attempt to represent historical events based on a factual relationship with himself. We frequently
encounter the use of the artist’s anthropometric data (such as weight, body mass, height, distance
from his eyes to the floor), acting as tangible figures to quantify history. 

The date of September 26th, coinciding with the opening of the exhibition, marks the 78th
anniversary of the death of Walter Benjamin in Portbou (Catalonia). Benjamin advanced a theory of
progressive history that questioned the nineteenth-century concept of historical temporality, that is,
a history according to a purpose and a subject acting in uniform linearity. He proposed instead that
history errupts in moments of standstill which, in their arrest, manifest a structure of tensions to a
revolutionary moment. This idea resonates throughout Arena’s pratice, where the eternal and the
ephemeral meet; just as Benjamin establishes a conception of the present as “the time of the Now”
(Jetztzeit), a temporal particle, the true place where history can happen. 

The work, Angolo Stanco, which gives the exhibition its title, refers to the distance between the
present and the death of Benjamin, breaking the continuum of history revealing the emergence and
deployment of connections of distinctive temporalities, and to the configuration of history as the
basis of a disruptive movement. A 78-year-old performer seated in an iron structure forming a right
angle, recounts his life to the viewer. In this way, Arena analyzes the idea of celebrating the
anniversary of a death through its opposite. 

Past events become subject in other works in the exhibition. Regardless of their duration “the
moment itself is nothing more than the continuity of time, a pure limit that simultaneously brings
together and divides the past and the future “[1] . These intercepted fragments of time are comprised
between different periods: one year, as we see in Marble between 1 year where a block of marble is
placed between two diaries spanning one year; Metro di zucchero smezzato (78 giorni) refers to the
time that Arena needs for the sugar sachets left over from his coffee to reach one meter; or in the
4’33 ” of John Cage’s silence recorded in 1299.5 cm of cassette tape, and contained in the length of
the artist’s extended arms, materialized in bronze, in 8 Arms with Times. 

  



[1] Giorgio AGAMBEN, Infancia e historia. Destrucción de la experiencia de la historia, Buenos
Aires: Adriana Hidalgo, 2007, pg. 132. 
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